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Abstract
In this work, we develop an existing method for shape analysis based on so called forest automata,
and we also improve its implementation, the tool Forester. Forest automata are based on tree
automata and Forester includes a simple implementation of tree automata. Our first contribution
is replacing this implementation by a general purpose tree automata library VATA, which contains
highly optimized implementations of the used automata operations. The version of Forester using
the VATA library participated in the competition SV-COMP 2015. Secondly, we have extended
the forest automata based verification method with a counterexample analysis. The results of the
counterexample analysis can be then used to check whether a found error is a spurious or a real
one what could be used for refinement of predicate abstraction. We are currently working on its
application in counterexample based abstraction refinement.
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1. Introduction
The importance of computers in our everyday life has
largely increased over the past few decades. A lot of
us can only hardly imagine doing their jobs without
a help of an appropriate computer program and we
also spend a plenty of time using computers (e.g. personal computers or mobile devices) in leisure time.
The computer programs are also often used in very
critical instances like autopilot in an airplane. But
the growing number of applications of computer programs brings also the need for their greater safety and
security.
However, a guarantee of software correctness is
not an easy task because the programs often go through
many states during the computation and it could be
very time and space consuming or even impossible to
check whether no undesirable behavior may appear in
any of those states. One of the approaches to ensure
the software quality is testing (and dynamic analysis)
which is based on running the program, in the different contexts, with the different inputs and matching a

program behavior and the outputs with the expected
ones. This method can satisfy many of the requirements for the software quality and often covers the
great space of the program behaviors. On the other
side, it is only possible to prove presence of the errors
using testing not their absence [1]. Moreover finding
some errors during testing does not mean that all errors
are eliminated.
The mentioned weakness of testing can be resolved
by formal verification. Formal verification aims at using rigorous mathematical methods to check whether a
given system meets a given specification [2]. There are
three main branches of formal verification. The first
one is model checking which systematically explores
the states of a model (e.g. model of a program) to
prove that the model satisfies the property. The second one is static analysis which is done over a source
code (or some modification of it) of a system without
a need of its execution. One of the important and very
widely used approaches in static analysis is called abstract interpretation where the analysis is performed

by applying abstract transformers corresponding to the
original program semantics over an abstract domain.
The last approach is theorem proving. It proves the
program safe in a standard mathematical way – starting from axioms and using inference rules to verify
the properties of a given system. Theorem proving ca
be partially automated.
This work deals with a specific part of static analysis called shape analysis which is focused on the
verification of programs manipulating complex data
structures (like the different kinds of lists and trees),
typically allocated on the heap. The properties checked
are for example checking whether no dangling pointers
are dereferenced (no invalid dereferences), whether all
allocated memory on a heap is also freed during the
program execution (no memory leaks) or whether there
is not freed pointer without assigned memory (no invalid free). There are different approaches to this kind
of static analysis with the different advantages. For
example, the approach based on separation logic [3, 4]
provides great scalability of a verification procedure.
On the other side, the automata based approach, particularly abstract regular tree model checking (ARTMC)
[5], is superior in its flexibility and generality. This
work focuses on the verification procedure based on
the concept of forest automata (FA) which combines
benefits of the both mentioned approaches.
Forest automata (FA) have been introduced in [6]
and they are an extension of finite automata or, more
precisely, extension of finite tree automata (TA). They
are used as an abstract domain in a verification procedure which performs symbolic execution of the analyzed program is performed. A prototype of this
verification procedure has been implemented in a tool
called Forester [7]. Forester verifies programs written in C language and it detects safety violations like
invalid dereferences, invalid frees, memory leaks and
also reachability of an error program location. It is
able to verify non-trivial data structures like skip-lists
of the second and the third level. However, the current implementation is far from perfect. E.g., Forester
currently does not support the complete C language
syntax and it is not also yet possible to check whether
a found error is real or spurious. It is also needed to
refactor some parts of Forester code before any extension of the tool. A general goal of this work is to
improve Forester in the areas described further.
Since FA are highly related to the finite tree automata, the first goal of this work is to change the underlying implementation of finite tree automata in
Forester to the VATA library – a state-of-the-art library
for TA manipulation [8]. Particularly, this consists

creating an interface between Forester and VATA to
employ VATA as a TA library for Forester backend
which should bring better maintainability and modularity than having a special TA library implementation
within Forester as it is now. The second goal of this
work is to design and implement backward run for FA
based verification which enables checking spuriousness of an error found in a program. The error could be
spurious because too strong abstraction over FA is used.
The information gained by backward run could be
used for the refinement of predicate abstraction (one
kind of abstraction over FA) to prevent verification
procedure from getting the same spurious error again.
This gradual refinement is known as counterexampleguided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [9]. However, Forester does not currently use the mentioned
predicate abstraction but height abstraction because
predicate abstraction needs backward run to be fully
functional. Height abstraction is less precise and less
flexible compared to predicate abstraction. Implementing predicate abstraction enables analysis of even more
complex data structures like red-black trees. A part
of the second goal is an implementation of predicate
abstraction using backward run in Forester.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
a high level overview of shape analysis based on forest automata is given. After the overview section we
continue with description of backward run and predicate abstraction takes place in Section 3. Section 4
provides description of modification of Forester to use
the VATA library as a backend. Finally, conclusions of
the work is given in Section 5.

2. Overview of Verification Method
This section provides a high level overview of the verification procedure based on forest automata. As it
was already mentioned we consider only C programs
manipulating dynamic data structures. The simple
examples of such structures are singly-linked lists or
binary trees. Consider a singly-linked list containing
an (integer) data member and a pointer to the next
item in the list and also consider two variables x and
y pointing the singly-linked list. An instance of the
singly-linked list allocated on a heap can be viewed as
an oriented graph. The nodes of the graph correspond
to the allocated memory cells and the edges of the
graph are related to the pointers referencing another
allocated memory cell of the list. Each node can be
labeled by a name of the pointer variables that reference the given node or it could be labeled by a data
contained in the node. The example of such a graph
is shown in Figure 1. We omit the data nodes in Fig-
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Figure 1. Figure shows tree decomposition of a heap graph. The heap graph representing singly-linked list is

shown in Figure 1a. The nodes could be labeled by a pointer variable that references allocated memory cell
corresponding to the node. Moreover, the cut-points are labeled by an order number that they have in an
ordering over the cut-points. In this case, there are three cut-points with an order number 1, 2 and 3. The graph
is split to three trees shown in Figure 1b by the heap decomposition. The new trees could contain the references
to another trees, in this case tree 1 and tree 3 have the nodes referencing tree 2.
ure 1 for sake of clarity. The figure shows that the
variables x, y points two singly-linked list (the blue
and the red nodes) that have common part (the green
nodes). The original heap graph is shown in Figure 1a.
The tree decomposition, which is described later, is in
Figure 1b.
We can decompose the graph to a set of trees by
the following method [6]. First we identify so called
cut-points — the nodes referenced by one or more
pointer variables or the nodes having more than one
incoming edges. The cut-points are then numbered by
a depth-first traversal of the graph starting from the
nodes referenced by the variables. The traversal and
the numbering defines an ordering over the cut-points.
Then the graph is split to the trees with cut-point as
the roots. Finally, we redirect the edges leading to
the nodes marked as the cut-points to the new nodes
because the cut-points are now roots of the trees.
The tuple of trees (created by graph decomposition) is called forest. Such a forest is accepted by a
forest automaton as a member of its language. A forest
automaton is a tuple of finite tree automata which are
automata accepting trees instead of words (in comparison with finite automata). The tree automata within a
forest automaton are interconnected by references (that
are also symbols in their alphabet). Each of the tree automata accepts a set of trees and so we get a language
of a forest automaton by their Cartesian product what is
a set of tuples of trees (connected by the mentioned references). These tuples of trees then represents a state
of a heap.
Forest automata can be viewed also as an abstract
domain in context of abstract interpretation whereas
a concrete domain is a set of heaps with allocated
data structures [10]. It is also possible to define abstract transformers corresponding to the (concrete) program operations over forest automata. The verification
procedure is then performed as a symbolic execution
where the abstract transformers are gradually applied

to abstract domain. When an error like an invalid
memory reference or invalid free is detected during the
symbolic execution it implies that it is possible that
there is an error in the program (but the error could be
also spurious because the forest automata overapproximate a state space of the original program).
It is possible to represent a dynamic data structure
with bounded number of cut-points by the mentioned
approach. But it cannot be used for data structures
with an unbounded number of cut-points like doublylinked lists. The unboudness comes from the fact that
each node of a doubly-linked list is a a cut-point because it is pointed by the next and also the previous
member of the list. This problem can be solved by
introducing so-called boxes [11]. Boxes are symbols
hiding the repeating sub-graphs causing unboudness.
Then these sub-graphs are replaced by an hyperedge
labeled by an appropriate box and so a new hierarchical hypergraph with bounded number of cut-points is
created. More precisely, boxes can be viewed as forest
automata representing the repeating subgraphs. So it
is still possible to represent the hypergraph with forest
automata where boxes are symbols of forest automata.
We get hierarchical forest automata this way because
forest automata of lower level are included as symbols
in alphabets of forest automata of higher level. Note
that a forest automaton of certain level can contain in
its alphabet only automata of lower level than its own
level.
More technical details about a heap decomposition
and forest automata can be found in [6, 11].

3. Backward Run and Predicate Abstraction
We have already covered how to represent dynamic
data structures by forest automata in the previous section. Forest automata are able to handle also infinite
state spaces rising from a possible unboudness of the
mentioned dynamic data structures. However, there is

Figure 2. Figure is taken from [5]. Figure shows a

forest automaton language L(Mk ) before (green area)
and language L(Mkα ) after (yellow area) abstraction
where k is the order of the state within symbolic
execution. One oval consisting green and yellow part
represents language of a forest automaton in a
symbolic state of symbolic execution. Figure also
shows how a forest automaton (and it language) is
gradually changed by abstract transformers during a
symbolic execution what is illustrated by the lines
connecting ovals. A found error is shown as a red area
in the last oval. The backward run starts from this
error and it finds that an error is spurious because an
intersection (the orange areas) of forest automata
language from backward (the blue ovals) and forward
(the green and yellow areas) run is empty at the level
α ).
of the symbolic state with the language L(Mk−1
still the problem of state explosion that often makes
nearly impossible to finish verification procedure of
a system in real time and moreover, not even termination of the verification procedure is guaranteed at
all. Therefore the abstraction over the forest automata
is introduced to increase probability of termination
and to accelerate the method. The abstraction speeds
up the computation by merging more states of forest
automata to one abstract state. This also causes the
overapproximation of the set of reachable states of
an analyzed system. It can lead to reaching the error
states in an abstracted state space which are not present
in the real system (the real system is a computer program in this case). We can prevent reaching such
spurious counterexamples by a refinement of the abstraction what avoids repeating of the abstraction of
the states that lead to these errors. The application of
an abstraction over forest (and tree) automata in this
work is based on abstract regular tree model checking
[5] and the refinement of the abstraction is based on
counterexample-guided abstraction refinement [9] as
it was mentioned in the introduction section.
Forester now implements so called height abstraction. This abstraction merges states whose languages
(note that a language of state is a set of trees) are equal
when the trees of the languages are compared only to
the given depth. The main problem of this abstraction
technique is the low ability of refinement. The only

way of refinement is by the parameter defining the
depth of tree comparison what does not ensure that a
found spurious error will not be found again. The abstraction allowing more fine tuning is so called predicate abstraction [5] that introduces a set of predicates
and merges the states in which the same predicates
hold. When a spurious counterexample is found, then
the set of predicates is extended by a predicate that
prevents reaching the spurious counterexample again
and the verification procedure is rerun with the new
predicate.
Finding the new predicate and checking spuriousness of an error is done by backward run. A backward run starts from the forest automata modelling
a heap with a found error and reverting gradually each
abstract operation over the forest automata in backward order to the (forward) symbolic execution. When
an automata with an empty language is get by a reverse abstract transformation then the error is spurious.
The last automaton of backward run with a non empty
language is then used as a new predicate. Backward
run is illustrated by Figure 2 and the illustration is
further described in the caption of the figure.
An operation often needed during backward run
is a forest automata intersection that is necessary for
some reverse abstract transformers. The intersection is
a general operation over forest automata, not directly
related to backward run. Although the intersection is
one of the basic operations in automata theory, it has
not been implemented yet and its realization would
enrich the whole forest automata theory.
We focuses on implementation backward run and
predicate abstraction for non-hierarchical forest automata. It includes a design of the reverse operations
for abstract transformers over the abstract domain and
the application of predicate abstraction on forest automata. Moreover, as it was already mentioned the
intersection of forest automata is needed in some reverse operations of backward run. So it is also part of
this work to design it and to implement it. As it was
said, the realization of the intersection is not only useful for backward run but it is nice general contribution
to the theory of forest automata.
3.1 Evaluation
The implementation of the backward run has been already finished and evaluated on the SV-COMP benchmark. The implementation of backward run helps
in confirmation of the new 6 real errors in the programs in the memory safety category and of the new
8 real errors in the heap manipulation category. Moreover, the 3 spurious counterexamples were detected
in heap manipulation category. The test cases with

the spurious counterexamples will be further resolved
by implementing predicate abstraction. The results are
summarized in Table 1. The analyzed programs in SVCOMP benchmark includes e.g., programs from LDV
(Linux Drivers Verification) project containing implementation of alternating singly-linked list or manipulation with mutex locks, or the programs implementing
bubble sort over a list implementation from the Linux
kernel. Note that Forester does not successfully process all the programs in the test set because it does not
currently support all the C language constructions. It
causes that the number of the found errors, spurious or
real, is not as high as it would be when Forester could
analyze all the programs in the benchmark.

4. Forester and VATA
This section describes the extension of the Forester
tool to enable employing the VATA library efficient
implementation of tree automata and the operations
over them, especially checking inclusion of languages
of tree automata. Forester had its own implementation of tree automata and their operations (in module
called TA), however not as efficient as VATA. It is also
less maintainable then using a standalone library that
implements the state-of-the-art algorithms.
VATA provides two encodings of tree automata
– explicit and semi-symbolic. They differ mainly in
the way of representation of transition relation of tree
automata. The explicit encoding stores the transitions
in the explicit hash tables while the semi-symbolic
uses a multi-binary decision diagram. We use the implementation of explicit encoding of TA in this work
because it is currently the only one that supports the
most of needed operations over TA. It is also more
efficient than the semi-symbolic encoding for the purposes of Forester because no large alphabets are used
during the verification procedure. So the advantage of
the semi-symbolic encoding would not be fully utilized
here.
Forester implementation is currently far from maturity and the high structural dependencies is one of
its bottlenecks. So the first thing in refactoring was
the reduction of number of the dependencies between
classes, especially reduction of the dependencies on
the existing Forester module implementing tree auTable 1. SV-COMP Benchmark Evaluation of
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Real Spurious

HeapManipulation 8
MemorySafety
6
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tomata, what makes easier to port Forester to the VATA
library. Applying the Law of Demeter [12] to the code
manipulating tree automata is one of approaches how
to do it. It practically means that classes using TA
should explicitly implement methods providing information about TA instead of providing instance of TA
object itself. Applying the Law of Demeter reduces
knowledge needed about implementation of TA module across the whole project. Another way of reducing
structural dependencies is making all possible methods and members of TA private (in sense of C++ language [13]). This creates an explicit tight interface
to tree automata module so it is easier to see which
methods needs to implement a new tree automata implementation. The last from the biggest changes in
this work is using generic programming. It should
make possible to make operations over tree automata
without depending on a concrete implementation. In
this case it is done by refactoring employing auto type
deduction in C++ in combination with the Iterator pattern. It is used for example when one needs to iterate
over all transitions of tree automata or all transitions
which have the same state as parent and performs a operation with the transitions. This last change employs
principles of generic programming where
After refactoring, it is possible to apply the design
pattern adapter [14] to create an interface between
Forester and the VATA library. This makes possible
to include VATA without need of rewriting Forester to
the names of methods and data members used in VATA.
It creates also only one place (particularly adapter
class) connecting Forester and VATA instead of including VATA into many of the Forester classes and so
it prevents creating too strong relation between them.
The main part of the adapter patter is newly implemented class Adapter taking the role of Adaptor.
We decided to use the implementation approach to
Adaptor preferring composition over inheritance. It is
more suitable for our purposes since we often needs
to rename methods (a name of a method in Forester
differs from the name of the semantically same method
in VATA) or convert a data type of parameter of tree
automata operation (e.g. from vector to set).
Now we provide more technical details about implementation. The class VATAAdapter instantiates
the class ExplicitTreeAut from VATA as its private
data member and redirects to it the method calls from
Forester (the names of methods of VATAAdapter are
the same as they were in the original Forester TA module). VATAAdapter also sometimes performs the mentioned conversion of the data types. There are methods
implemented by adapter not presented in VATA like

method unfoldAtRoot performing an unfolding, an operation specific for forest automata. The methods of
this kind are very Forester specific so it is not sensible
to add them to a general purpose library as VATA and
it is better to implement them in an interface class like
VATAAdapter.
We originally supposed that it would be possible
to keep the original TA module along VATA adapter
to be able to easily switch between them. However it
emerged that this would bring high overhead in some
situations. E.g., a conversion of some data types would
be needed in this case what is overhead compared
to the implementation where the data types compatible with VATA are used directly in the Forester code.
Hence we decided to remove the original tree automata
module and further support only the version of Forester
with the VATA library.

5. Conclusions
The main goals of this work were (i) to implement version of Forester tool that uses the VATA library for tree
automata representation and manipulation and (ii) to
extend verification procedure based on forest automata
with backward run for detection of the spurious errors
found in the analysed program. The theory of forest
automata, the related theory of tree automata and the
verification procedure based on forest automata has
been studied to fulfill the two goals. The connection
of Forester and the VATA library was designed and implemented after the analysis of the both tools. Forester
had to be refactored for this purposes.
The first goal has been already reached and Forester
using the VATA library successfully participated in
competition SV-COMP 2015 [15]. The second goal
is partly finished. The backward run with needed forest automata intersection for non-hierarchical forest
automata has been completed and evaluated on SVCOMP benchmark. The implementation of predicate
abstraction is currently in progress.
The future work after finishing basic predicate
abstraction could be generalizing predicate abstraction and backward run to the hierarchical forest automata what enables Forester to analyze more test
cases. Forester code needs also to be further refactored
and greater support for C language construction should
be implemented to make Forester able to analyze more
complex programs.
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